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Plasma Line Measurements at Chatanika With High-Speed 
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•Radio Physics Laboratory, SR! International, Menlo Park, California 94025 
In the spring and fall of 1978 we made an extensive series of plasma line and correlative observations 
with the Chatanika incoherent scatter adar. To make these measurements, we greatly modified the radar 
receiving system. In addition to enlarging the plasma line filter bank the most significant change was the 
incorporation of a high-speed cotrelator provided by the French. This was the first use of a correlator in a 
monostatic radar to obtain the intensity spectra of naturally occurring plasma lines. In this paper we de- 
velop the signal-processing theory that we use to obtain the plasma line intensities from these measure- 
ments; we also show that these intensities compare well with those obtained from the filter bank. To show 
the richness of the phenomena and to explore the capabilities of the correlator, we examine a wide vari- 
ety of spectra that have been enhanced by secondary electrons in the auroral E layer. From the other si- 
multaneous measurements we are able to relate these spectra and their variations to the auroral situation. 
We also obtained the first measurements in the auroral region of photoelectron-excited plasma lines in 
the E and F layers. Perhaps most significant, in the plasma line spectra we detected a Doppler shift that 
we then used to determine the Birkeland current carried by ambient electrons. Although there is a large 
estimated uncertainty for this first determination, we obtained a downward Birkeland current of 10/as,/ 
m 2 in the diffuse aurora in what is, most likely, the equatorward portion of the evening sector auroral 
oval. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Most previous measurements made with the Chatanika ra- 
dar have been of the ion component of the incoherent scatter 
spectrum. However, it is also possible to observe the electron 
component of the spectrum, the plasma lines [Wickwar, 1978]. 
(A general discussion of the incoherent scatter technique and 
these components of the spectrum has been presented by 
Evans [1969].) While plasma lines are more difficult to ob- 
serve, they are important because they are a source, or poten- 
tial source, of more precise information about physical pa- 
rameters already accessible with the ion component: electron 
density and the electron-to-ion temperature ratio. They also 
provide new information about other physical processes and 
parameters, such as the interaction of auroral primaries with 
the neutral atmosphere, low-energy secondary electrons, and 
the current carried by thermal electrons. 
During the spring and fall of 1978 we performed an exten- 
sive series of joint American-French plasma line observations 
at Chatanika. To undertake these plasma line and correlative 
ion component observations, the data acquisition system and 
observation program were extensively modified. The plasma 
line filter bank [ Wickwar, 1978] was expanded from 3 to 12 fil- 
ters, and a high-speed digital correlator from Grenoble [Cha- 
bert et al., 1974] was integrated into the system. 
The use of a correlator to measure the intensity or temper- 
ature spectrum of the naturally occurring plasma line is, 
alone, a significant advance. The technique differs in signifi- 
cant ways from that used for the ion component [Farley, 1969] 
or that used for the enhanced plasma line in the ionospheric 
modification experiments [Carlson et al., 1972; Kantor, 1974]. 
Furthermore, while a correlator was previously used to deter- 
mine the variations in the critical frequency [Showen, 1979], 
the correlator measurements here go beyond those, in that we 
determined the intensity spectrum. 
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In this paper we develop the theory for interpreting the cor- 
relator measurements; we compare the resultant intensities 
with those from the filter bank and relate variations in the 
spectra to variations in the auroral E layer. In addition, in 
what could prove to be the most important result, we deduce 
the Birkeland current carried by ambient or thermal electrons. 
2. RADAR SYSTEM AND MEASUREMENTS 
The location of the radar and the parameters of the radar 
system have been described in several publications [Lead- 
abrand et al., 1972; Rino, 1972; Rino et al., 1974a; Baron, 1977] 
and reports [Burch, 1970, 1975; Rino et al., 1974b; Dawson, 
1976; Petriceks, 1976]. To make our observations, we modified 
the system. Principally, this involved decreasing the sample 
interval from 10 to 5 /•s, increasing the external integrator 
from 1024 to 2048 words, adding nine plasma line filters, and 
incorporating the French autocorrelator (FAC) into the sys- 
tem. The resultant receiver system is shown in Figure 1. Ex- 
cept for the branch including the FAC, this is the system cur- 
rently available for all ionospheric measurements at 
Chatanika. 
To accommodate the changes in the system and the addi- 
tion of the FAC, the observation program, Atol [Dawson, 
1976], had to be extensively modified. 
This system and observing program enabled us to make an 
unusually complete set of measurements. We used three pul- 
ses (or set of pulses) at intervals of either 10 or 8.3 ms to ob- 
tain two different sets of power measurements and to sample 
with three autocorrelators. The experimental setup is de- 
scribed in Table 1. In addition, we usually switched plasma 
line receivers at the conclusion of each on-line integration pe- 
riod (2-20 s) so as to have substantially simultaneous mea- 
surements of upshifted and downshifted plasma lines. 
The procedures for making and interpreting most of these 
measurements have been described elsewhere. Power mea- 
surements of the Chatanika ion component have been de- 
scribed by Leadabrand et al. [1972] and Baron [1974, 1977]. 
Ion component spectral measurements with the Chatanika 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the analog and digital parts of the receiver system. 
single-pulse correlator have been described by Rino [1972]; 
those with the Chatanika multipulse correlator by Rino et al. 
[1974a, 1977] and Baron [1977]. Power measurements of 
plasma lines have been discussed by Yngvesson a d Perkins 
[1968], Wickwar [1971], Cicerone and Bowhill [1971], Vidal- 
Madjar et al. [1975], and Wickwar [1978]. 
Plasma line spectral measurements were made with the 
FAC [Chabert et al., 1974]. It is a high-speed multibit correla- 
tor capable of sampling at rates as high as 15 MHz and pro- 
ducing 256-point correlation functions in real time. The proc- 
essing starts by filling a delay line with the first 256 samples; 
thereafter a complete correlation function is produced and 
stored for each new sample. The sampling continues for a 
time much longer than the time needed to fill the delay line. 
The procedure for interpreting the correlator measurements in 
terms of the plasma line intensity spectrum is developed in the 
next section. 
To compare plasma line intensities at different frequencies, 
in particular, upshifted and downshifted plasma lines, it is 
necessary tohave a good gain versus frequency calibration of 
the entire radar system. To do this, the radio source, Cas- 
siopeia, was observed over a 24-MHz range centered on the 
transmitter frequency at 1290 MHz (J. D. Kelly, private com- 
munication, 1978). The drift curves how no detectable varia- 
tion with frequency in the shape of the antenna pattern. The 
received signal strength when corrected for a 1.2% decrease in 
the signal from Cassiopeia over the frequency range examined 
therefore indicates the relative one-way gain of the antenna 
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TABLE 1. The Measurements 
Measurement 
Range Useful Sampling Num- 
Pulse Resolu- Range Interval or ber Number of 
Length, tion, Interval, Frequency, of Samples/ 






Power (density) 60 9 70-720 10 600 e 
Filter bank (plasma line 320 --,2 ø 50-375 40 a 75 d'e 
intensities) 
SPC (temperatures and Ion 320 -•50 c 115-465 10 9 f 
velocities) 
MAC (temperatures, collision 60 a 10 80-150 10 15 f
frequencies, and ion velocities) 
FAC (plasma line intensity 320 -•50 c E and F region 15, 8, 4, or 2 4 s 








32 n 1.56 
4800, 2560, 1280, 256 30, 16, 8, 
or 640 or 4 
SPC is single-pulse correlator; MAC is multipulse correlator. 
aA 60-ps pulse followed one interpulse period later by a burst of three 60-ps pulses. 
øRange resolution -- (filter band pass)/(plasma frequency gradient). 
cAlthough there are contributions from a 96-km range, the effective range resolution is much less. 
aBy sampling every 5 ps and multiplexing eight filters, each is sampled every 40 ps. Each of the eight filters is sampled 75 times for a total of 
600 samples. 
•Fhe total 600 samples are used as follows: 456 for data, 72 for noise, and 72 for calibration. 
•rhe last gate is well separated from the others so as to measure only noise. 
gThe gates are positioned so as to measure the E and F regions, noise, and calibration. 
nLags 0-5 come from the unipulse. Lags 6-31 come from the multipulse burst. Sample 33 is the zero lag for the multipulse burst. It is unused. 
iThere are eight 100-kHz filters with center-to-center separation of 200 or 400 kHz, depending upon the setup. 
over this frequency range. This is the appropriate quantity for 
the plasma line measurements because transmission and re- 
ception occur at different frequencies. The resultant relative 
gain G(v) is plotted in Figure 2. Although this calibration is 
relative to the noise source, separate calibrations of the noise 
source (by the manufacturer, Microwave Semiconductor Cor- 
poration), the isolator, and the directional coupler (J. D. 
Kelly, private communication, 1978) indicate that these com- 
ponents have only a minor effect upon the calibration. The 
fully corrected or absolute calibration curve is also shown in 
Figure 2. 
3. THEORY AND TECHNIQUE 
In this section we discuss the theory that we applied to the 
plasma line measurements. In the first part our discussion fo- 
cuses on that portion of the theory that is necessary to relate 
the FAC-measured autocorrelation functions and deduced 
spectra to those of the medium. In the second part we show 
how we determined the plasma line intensity (plasma wave 
temperature) from the spectral measurements and other iono- 
spheric and radar parameters. In the third part we present the 
method that we used to look for the velocity of the ambient 
electrons and hence for the current parallel to the magnetic 
field. 
a. Theory of Plasma Line Correlation 
Measurements 
The correlation technique has long been used successfully 
[Evans, 1969] to measure the ion spectrum. The signal-proc- 
essing theory for these correlation functions has been de- 
scribed by Farley [1969] and Rino [1972]. We have extended 
that theory to apply to correlation measurements of the 
plasma line spectrum. 
The two signal-processing theories differ significantly from 
one another. For the ion spectrum we assume that the re- 
ceived spectrum is constant over the scattering volume. This 
assumption is usually good because we select a sufficiently 
short pulse length. For the plasma lines this assumption, how- 
ever, does not hold, since the spectrum at each altitude de- 
pends on the density profile. In the first approximation the 
plasma line spectrum is 
S(f) -- A(z)/•[f - f(z)] (1) 
where amplitude A and plasma line frequency f are both 
functions of altitude z. 
The signal-processing theory for the plasma lines is devel- 
oped in detail in Appendix A. Here we present the major re- 
sults. The expected value of the measured autocorrelation 
function is 
1 S--! E {1• 3 = • • 1 - Ra-• nat; c'(•r + mat) m-- Or-l) 2 (2) 
where Ra• is the autocorrelation function of the medium. 
This equation is basic to our results because it relates the 
measured autocorrelation function to that of the medium. It 
can be understood physically with the aid of the range-time 
diagram in Figure 3. At each range within the range gate there 
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Fig. 2. Antenna calibration. The solid curve indicates the gain 
G(v) relative to the calibration noise source. This is the curve used in 
the data analysis. By including corrections for the frequency depen- 
dence of the noise source, isolator, and directional coupler the dashed 
curve shows the actual frequency dependence of the antenna receiv- 
ing system. 
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is a different correlation function because the plasma fre- 
quency or its gradient is different. The measured correlation 
function is the sum of these different correlation functions; it 
is weighted at each range by the number of measurements or 
duration of measurement. At range r, defined by rn -- 0, there 
are N contributions to the measured correlation function ob- 
tained over a time period T. At range r', defined by 0 < m' < 
N- 1, there are N(1 - m'/N) -- N- m' contributions to the 
measured correlation function obtained over a time period 
T'-- T(1 - m'/N). 
Now let us turn from the autocorrelation function to the 
spectrum. Equation (2) becomes 
1 N--! 
E {•s(f)} • • m•__(•N_!) 1- I _•_)Sc• If; c'(•r+mAt) e 2 (3) 
in the frequency domain. This is the composite spectrum from 
all altitudes. If the correlator gate is positioned at an altitude 
such that the plasma line frequency varies monotonically 
within the gate, then the part of the spectrum from a small al- 
titude region is given by 
where 
N i [ Ct('rr + m.•t) E {•(f•)} • •- S•ee f,; 2 (4) 
and mi is determined from the altitude at which fi occurs. We 
call N• the 'altitude weighting function.' The plasma line spec- 
trum in the medium, S• e, can thus be obtained at each alti- 
tude within the correlator gate. If the center of the correlator 
gate is positioned at the peak of the E or F layer, then there 
could be two contributions to the observed spectrum, one 
from above and one from below. 
We also have to consider the effects of the receiver band- 
width upon the received plasma line signal. The receiver sys- 
tem, up to the point where the correlation function is formed, 
can be represented by a single filter with the impulse response 
FT(t) 
h(t) •-• H(J) 
The spectrum at the output of the receiver then becomes 
Ss-(f ; t) = IH(f)[2Ss(f ; 0 (5) 
The influence of the filter is the same as that for the case of 
stationary signals. Thus the measured spectrum is the product 
of the filter spectrum and the composite spectrum of the me- 
dium, (3). Finally, the relation between the measured spec- 
trum and the spectrum of the medium in a small altitude re- 
gion is obtained by combining (4) and (5). 
b. Determination of k T•, 
To obtain the plasma wave temperature k Tp, we apply the 
radar equation for the power Pr received in the electron com- 
ponent [ Yngvesson and Perkins, 1968] 
Pr 2*roekTp 8.4(v, Vo) (6) Pr-- kTAB = -•- X2e2 
where 
k Boltzman's constant; 
TA antenna temperature; 
B bandwidth of the plasma line filter or of the FAC 
equivalent filter; 
PT transmitter peak power; 
r range; 
Oe radar cross section of the electron; 
• radar wavelength; 
e charge on the electron; 
•r region in range from which the signal is scattered; 
A(v, Vo) effective area of the antenna for a signal transmitted 
at frequency Vo and received at v, equal to A(vo)G(v). 
This equation may then be solved directly for k T•: 
kT•, = 4.99 x 10 -7 BT•ta PrG(P)Sr eV (7) 
where A(vo) -- 172 m 2 was found by using the analogous ion 
component radar equation and electron densities determined 
from the plasma line frequencies. As in previous applications 
[Yngvesson and Perkins, 1968; Wickwar, 1971, 1978; Cicerone 
and Bowhill, 1971], kTv may also be found in an alternate 
manner, using the ratio of the electron and ion component ra- 
dar equations. Indeed, the fact that we obtain the same k Tv 
values by the two methods is a good independent verification 
of A(vo). 
To use this equation, we need to employ two other parame- 
ters besides the antenna temperature of the plasma line signal. 
The first is the range of the signal. This is obtained directly for 
the measurements with the filter bank. Provided that the 
range is constant during the integration and that the filter is 
not at the critical frequency, the signal range can be found to 
within 2 km on the topside of the auroral E layer [ Wickwar, 
1978] and 5 km on the topside of the F layer. For the correla- 
tor the signal range is found indirectly from either the filter 
bank or the electron density profile. In the latter case the up- 
per cutoff frequency is associated with the range of the E or F 
layer critical frequency. The ranges of the other frequencies 
are then obtained from the fully corrected profile. It is appar- 
ent that there could be a range ambiguity due to signals from 
both the bottomsides and topsides of the layers. A careful 
placement of the receiver gate, however, will eliminate that 
ambiguity in the F region except for a small determinable 
range of frequencies near the critical frequency. In the E re- 
gion there appears to be no ambiguity problem because the 
signals from the bottomside are neglibly small. So far, they 
have been too weak to detect with the filter bank (see Wick- 
war [1978] and section 4a of this paper). There is no ambiguity 
between E and F layers because they are quite far apart in 
comparison to the 48-km range gate. Again, these procedures 
for finding the signal range work best for a stable E or F layer. 
The second parameter is the region/•r from which the radar 
signal is scattered. For a given plasma line filter passband or 
for a given width of the FAC equivalent filter this region is 
calculated from the electron density or plasma frequency gra- 
dients. These gradients are determined from the variation in 
range of the signals from the filter bank or from the electron 
density profile. In either case we assume that the gradient var- 
ies smoothly in range. 
c. Electron Velocity and Current Measurements 
in the Auroral E Layer 
The velocity of the ambient electrons is found from the 
Doppler shift of the radar signal [Bauer et al., 1976]. It is de- 
termined from the difference between the upshifted and 
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downshifted plasma line measurements. The current is de- 
rived from the electron density and the difference between the 
electron and ion velocities, all of which are measured simulta- 
neously. Since the measurements have been made along the 
magnetic field line, they are sensitive to a component of the 
current not previously measured with the radar. 
To find the frequency differences between the upshifted 
and downshifted spectra, it would be easiest if there were a 
sharp feature in the spectrum. However, the plasma line 
spectra vary smoothly and slowly with the possible exception 
of the cutoff at the high-frequency ends. However, as we shall 
see, this cutoff may in fact be very gradual in the auroral E 
layer. We therefore use the fact that the two spectra are sym- 
metric and determine the shifts of the whole spectra from a 
first-moment calculation 
fDoppler fu  +fdown /_fs(f)df = = (8) 
2 f_• s(f) df 
In fact, fup (positive) and faown (negative) are calculated sepa- 
rately. We have corrected for the natural differences between 
the upshifted and downshifted frequencies [Showen, 1979] due 
to the different k vectors for the two spectra. 
The critical point in applying this technique is the symme- 
try of the upshifted and downshifted spectra when the Dop- 
pler shift has been removed. These spectra will be symmetric 
if the distribution of electrons that interact with the plasma 
waves is isotropic. Since we are concerned with low-energy 
electrons (approximately 0.3-3 eV) in altitude regions (ap- 
proximately 90-150 kin) with very large electron-electron and 
electron-neutral collision frequencies, transport is unimpor- 
tant, and the electron distribution will be isotropic. Indeed, an 
examination (visual or mathematical) of the spectra presented 
later does show them to be symmetric. 
The electron velocity averaged over the E region is then 
given by 
experiment. To distinguish between the results due to the 
measurement technique and those due to geophysical differ- 
ences, we next examine a variety of data obtained with the 
FAC on the night of March 16, 1978, UT. Finally, for that 
same night we present our initial determination of electron ve- 
locities and field-aligned currents in the premidnight diffuse 
aurora. 
a. Plasma Line Measurements With the 
Filter Bank and Correlator 
To show and compare the plasma line data obtained by 
these complementary techniques, we have chosen a period in 
which the signal was in as many plasma line filters as possible. 
In order to have this the plasma line intensity spectrum had to 
be particularly broad. However, under these conditions the 
signal was also weak and required a long integration, 23 min. 
During the selected period the auroral E layer was unusually 
stable. The peak or critical frequency and altitude are shown 
in Figure 4 at 1-min intervals. It should be recalled that the 
plasma frequency is slightly less than the plasma line fre- 
quency [Yngvesson and Perkins, 1968]. For the data shown in 
this paper the difference is typically 100-300 kHz. The in- 
tegrated electron density profile and the densities from the 
plasma line filters are shown in Figure 5. The bar at the layer 
peak indicates the range of density variation obtained from 
the 1-min profiles. 
The agreement between the densities found by the two 
techniques, despite the geophysical variations, is remarkable 
because very different quantities are being averaged. For the 
ion component the density is found at a given altitude from 
the average received power (and from certain correction fac- 
tors). For the electron component and the filter bank a density 
is found at a given altitude when there is a detectable signal at 
that altitude in the appropriate filter. Whether that signal can 
be detected becomes a question of how much it varies in alti- 
tude, how strong it is, and what fraction of the integration 
time the signal is present. Thus to first order the ion com- 
ponent provides the average density at a given altitude, while 
c fue + faown 
= 4 fc 
While experience with F region spectra [Showen, 1979] sug- 
gests that the largest contribution to the first-moment calcu- 
lation comes from the peak of the layer, it is not clear that this 
is the case in the auroral E region. Indeed, the data presented 
in the next section indicate that the strongest signal is at a fre- 
quency significantly below the cutoff frequency and that it 
originates from an altitude well above the E layer peak. This 
average electron velocity therefore is weighted for a region 
above the E layer peak. 
4. MEASUREMENTS 
In this section we present plasma line and correlative mea- 
surements. The intent is the exploration of the capabilities of 
the correlator and the demonstration of the richness of both 
the geophysical phenomena being studied and the data set 
available for that study. First, we show and compare measure- 
ments from the filter bank and the FAC for March 19, 1978, 
UT. In the process we discuss the strengths of the two tech- 
niques and show that the new correlator technique does in- 
deed give the same intensities as the well-established filter 
technique. The data presented in this part are also considered 
elsewhere [Oran et al., 1980] in a comparison of theory and 
the electron component and filter bank provide the average (9) altitude for a given density. 
In Figure 6 we show the signals from the filter bank ob- 
tained at 10 of the 16 plasma line frequencies recorded. At 
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Fig. 3. Range-time diagram illustrating the measurement tech- 
nique. For range r = C•r/2 associated with time 'r r after the beginning 
the transmitted pulse the signal is integrated for a time almost equal 
to the length of the transmitted pulse, T - •r" -- •r' For range r' -- C•r'/ 
2 associated with a time •r' the integration time is less, T' = •r" -- •r" 
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Fig. 4. Peak frequency and altitude of the auroral E layer on 
March 19, 1978, determined with 1-min integrations. These data are 
from the ion component. The frequency is a continuous variable, but 
the altitude is quantized in steps of almost 5 km. 
-5.8 and +5.7 MHz the signals were not strong enough for a 
long enough period to detect plasma lines. In the other filters 
we see plasma lines of varying intensities, the strongest ones 
occurring at the lowest frequencies. These measurements were 
made with a 320-/•s pulse. They show the noise level at all alti- 
tudes except for a region centered on the plasma line. Ideally, 
the plasma line signal would define a rectangular region the 
length of the radar pulse. What we see is not rectangular for 
three reasons. First, there is a time constant in the circuit 
which rounds the two edges. Second, there is a density gradi- 
ent or plasma frequency gradient across the plasma line filter; 
the signal does not increase instantaneously from zero to its 
maximum value, but rather, the rise occurs over several kilo- 
meters. In this case that distance is small enough, about 1 km, 
that it does not appear in these curves. Third, the layer 
changed during the integration time. Not only did the maxi- 
mum density vary, but also the altitude at which a given 
smaller density occurred moved up and down. This altitude 
movement gives rise to more rounded edges. 
We determine the magnitude of the signal by averaging the 
seven strongest points, subtracting the noise level, and nor- 
malizing the results to the calibration pulse. In addition, we 
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Fig. 6. Data from the plasma line filter bank on March 19, 1978. 
Sixteen channels of data were obtained by observing alternately every 
10 s above and below the transmitter frequency with a set of eight fil- 
ters. The signals are shown for the 10 plasma line channels with the 
smallest frequency offsets. Plasma lines appear in the eight of these 
with the smallest offsets. Their altitudes are indicated by open circles, 
and their intensities by vertical straight lines. 
had previously made a small correction below 110 km for re- 
covery; that is, below 110 km the noise level was slightly ele- 
vated because of increased noise in the receiver after the 
transmitted pulse. The recovery curve was determined by av- 
eraging several hours of plasma line data from filters whose 
frequencies were well above the critical frequency. We deter- 
mine the uncertainty from the standard deviation of these 
seven points. Since the noise level is found from many more 
data points, it is determined to a much greater precision, and 
its uncertainty contributes little to the overall uncertainty in 
the signal strength. 
The altitude of each plasma line was taken to be the mid- 
point between the altitudes where the signal was half of the 
mean value for the plasma line. A better procedure, when this 
operation is computerized, is the modeling of the shape of the 
plasma line signal and then determination of the altitude that 
yields the best cross correlation between the measured and 
modeled shapes. 
An important result is apparent in these filter bank mea- 
surements. The signal appears to come only from the topside 
of the auroral E layer. Apparently, the signal is so small from 
the bottomside that its magnitude is negligible when it is com- 
pared with the signal from the topside. This finding is consis- 
tent with previous measurements [Wickwar, 1978] and with 
the theoretical modeling of these data [Oran et al., 1980]. 
The result is important for the interpretation of the correla- 
tor measurements. The advantage of the correlator over the 
filter bank is that it can measure the spectrum continuously 
over a much wider frequency range with a narrower equiva- 
lent filter width; however, to gain these advantages, it sacri- 
fices altitude resolution. The correlator, with its gate equal to 
the 320-/ts pulse length, can, in principle, receive signals from 
a 96-kin range, although the altitude weighting function re- 
duces the effective range to about 50 kin. The absence of sig- 
nal from the bottomside E region then assures us that even 
though the correlator gate encompasses all the E region, most, 
if not all, of the signal is from the topside E region. Another 
consequence of the long gate is that if the layer were to move 
in altitude during the integration period, the FAC would be 
more likely to obtain a detectable plasma line signal than the 
filter bank. This is because the signal would remain within 
that range gate, whereas for a filter the signal would appear in 
a varying set of range gates. 
In Figure 7 we show examples of the 256-point autocorrela- 
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Fig. 7. Plasma line autocorrelation functions obtained with the 
French correlator n March 16, 1978. Each of these 256-point auto- 
correlation functions (ACF's) results from the subtraction of the noise 
ACF from the signal-plus-noise ACF. The top ACF is for the up- 
shifted frequencies; thebottom ACF is for the downshifted frequen- 
cies but also includes the ion component. The measurements alter- 
nated every 10 s. The data were sampled at a 15-MHz rate with a 320- 
/•s or 48-km range gate centered at 110 km. 
tion functions measured with the FAC for the upshifted and 
downshifted signals. While th• bandwidths are the same, they 
are not located symmetrically about the transmitter fre- 
quency. The much stronger oscillation i  the downshifted sig- 
nal arises because of the presence of the ion component in
these measurements. These data from March 16, 1978, were 
selected because they are more dramatic than the weaker sig- 
nals obtained uring the long average on March 19. The proc- 
essing consists of subtracting the noise autocorrelation func- 
tion from the signal-plus-noise autocorrelation function and 
then normalizing the signal spectrum to that of the calibration 
noise source. Before transforming from the time to the fre- 
quency domain we apply a Papoulis [1973] window to the 
data. 
In Figure 8 we show the upshifted and downshifted spectra 
for the long integration period of interest along with the one 
standard eviation theoretical uncertainty. The spectra re 
weak and extend from approximately 3 to 6 MHz. A com- 
parison of Figures 6 and 8 shows that the plasma line signal 
was detectable to higher frequencies with the correlator than 
with the filter bank. The antenna calibration has not been ap- 
plied to these spectra, and the result is that the downshifted 
spectrum appears stronger. Within each spectrum the ob- 
served shape is determined by the shape of the plasma line in- 
tensity spectrum combined with instrumental and geophysical 
factors. At the low-frequency end (small offset frequencies) 
the altitude weighting function reduces the intensity because 
the corresponding altitude is well above the center of the re- 
ceiver gate. At the high-frequency end, which is near the cen- 
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Fig. 8. Plasma line spectra obtained with the French correlator on 
March 19, 1978. These are the spectra of the upshifted and down- 
shifted plasma lines in a 48-km range gate centered at 90 km. They 
have not yet been corrected for the altitude weighting function and 
the relative antenna calibration. 
in part, because ofthe fraction of time that the corresponding 
density existed uring the integration period. 
In Figure 9 we show a comparison f the corrected plasma 
line antenna temperatures where we selected the FAC data at 
the frequencies of the plasma line filters and averaged them 
over the same bandwidth. The correlator data have now been 
corrected for the altitude weighting function where the alti- 
tudes were obtained from the filter bank data. These data 
have also been corrected for a small recovery signal that was 
again found from long integrations when the density was too 
low to give rise to a plasma line signal. Both sets of data have 
been corrected for the antenna calibration. The uncertainties 
for the filter measurements were determined from the varia- 
tion of the points involved in making the estimate of the an- 
tenna temperature. The uncertainties for the correlator came 
from the theoretical estimate shown in Figure 8 with the alti- 
tude weighting function applied. 
In this comparison we find good agreement between the in- 
tensities obtained with the correlator and the filter bank. Fur- 
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Fig. 9. Comparison of plasma line intensities obtained with the 
filter bank and cotrelator on March 19, 1978. The cotrelator data have 
been corrected for the altitude weighting function, and both sets of 
data have been corrected for recovery and the relative antenna cali- 
bration. 
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thermore, the agreement of the low-frequency points, where 
the altitude weighting function requires a large correction fac- 
tor, provides good verification of the theory that we presented 
in the last section and demonstrates that the correlator can be 
used for plasma line intensity measurements. 
b. Spectral Measurements From March 16, 1978 
In this section we examine a wide range of variations in the 
plasma line spectra from the auroral E region. We relate these 
to auroral conditions, in particular, the altitude and time vari- 
ations of the E layer. We then obtain spectra of plasma wave 
temperature kTp from the observed intensities. The kTp values 
are the physical quantities that we intend to study extensively 
in later work. 
The varying auroral situation for the night of March 16, 
1978, can be described in a variety of ways. The magnetome- 
ter H component and the riometer records for Poker Flat (4 
km from the radar) are shown in Figures 10a and 10b. The 
magnetometer is initially positive on the quiet-day curve but 
is negative at about 1010 and remains so with large negative 
bays peaking near 1210 and 1445 UT and extensive negative 
bay activity after 1545 UT. The riometer shows increased 30- 
MHz absorption during the negative bay near 1210 UT and 
increased absorption after 1515 UT with a maximum near 
1615 UT. 
The peak density and altitude of the auroral E layer is 
shown in Figure 10c at l-rain intervals. Superimposed on 
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Fig. 10. Several characterizations of the auroral conditions during 
the plasma line observation period on March 16, 1978. Figures 10a 
and 10b are from sensors at Poker Flat, 4 km from the radar. Figures 
10c-10f are determined from the radar data. This figure is described 
in detail in the text. 
large fluctuations, the peak altitude decreases during the pe- 
riod of observation. This decrease corresponds to the usual 
observation of a hardening of the energetic electron flux as it 
passes from evening to morning. Variations in the peak den- 
sity give an indication of the variation in the energetic flux. 
Between 1000 and 1100 UT the density has a magnitude and 
steadiness characteristic of the diffuse aurora. At 1430, 1515, 
and 1610 there are short-period reductions in electron density 
that are accompanied by large increases in the height of the E 
layer peak. These distinctive features arise when the auroral 
precipitation becomes appreciably softer and, possibly, re- 
duced. 
From the electron density profile in the E layer it is further 
possible to deduce the total energy brought into the atmo- 
sphere by the energetic electrons [Wickwar et al., 1975]. This 
energy is shown in Figure 10d. In the diffuse aurora the in- 
cident energy flux is low, about 2 ergs cm -2 s-'. In the vicinity 
of the peaks in the negative bays near 1210 and 1445 UT the 
energy input becomes much greater for brief intervals during 
the very disturbed period after 1530; there are peaks near 35 
and 45 ergs cm -2 s-'. These energy inputs are very significant. 
In addition, the second maximum at 1615 corresponds to the 
biggest absorption event, indicating considerable D region io- 
nization. 
Alternatively, the particle energy input and the aurora may 
be characterized in terms of the optical emission [Wickwar et 
al., 1975]. The equivalent intensity in the N: + band at 4278 * 
is also indicated in Figure 10d. For the band at 3914 * the in- 
tensity is 3 times as great. From these intensities it follows that 
the diffuse aurora is at the IBC I level, the relative maxima 
during the negative bays are at just below the IBC II level, 
and the two peaks are significantly above the IBC II level. 
The electron and ion temperatures, Te and Ti, respectively, 
provide more information about the aurora. They are shown 
for the E region, 134 km, and the F region, 305 km, in Figures 
10e and 10f. From Ti at 305 km during the diffuse aurora 
prior to 1100 UT we learn that the exospheric temperature is 
near 1100øK. Between 1100 and 1230 UT the increases in 
both Ti curves show a period of joule heating with a very sig- 
nificant maximum centered at 1140, which coincides with a 
sharp increase in the particle precipitation. Just prior to this 
period, in agreement with the small particle precipitation, the 
Te curves show their nighttime minimum. Another joule heat- 
ing event just prior to 1400 UT, when both Ti curves have 
maxima, is probable. After 1330 UT the T• curve at 304 km 
reflects both particle precipitation and F region sunrise. 
Thus we have described the auroral activity during the 
night in terms of several different parameters. We can now 
choose different situations and examine what happens to the 
plasma line spectra. The periods centered on 1335 and 1532 
UT are of interest, as can be seen in Figure 10c, because dur- 
ing the first period the E layer was at its highest altitude and 
during the second it was at its lowest altitude. To provide as 
complete a description of the auroral situation as possible, 
Figures 1 la and I lb show the spectra of the auroral electrons 
[Vondrak and Baron, 1976, 1977]. The flux is much harder and 
greater during the later time interval. Figures 1 l c and 1 l d 
show the measured electron density profiles from which the 
fluxes were derived. Not only does the later profile have a 
larger peak density located at a lower altitude, but it also has 
altitude gradients of greater magnitude on both topside and 
bottomside. 
The upshifted plasma line intensity spectra are shown in 
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Fig. 11. Auroral conditions and plasma line data for two time pe- 
riods on March 16, 1978. Figures 1 la and 1 lb show the energetic elec- 
tron fluxes derived from the electron density profiles in Figures 1 l c 
and 1 ld. The bars at the layer peaks show the range of variation 
found in 1-min integrations. Figures 11e and 11f show uplifted 
plasma line spectra obtained with the FAC, with the range gates set at 
110 km and 105 km, respectively, and a 15-MHz sampling rate. The 
approximate plasma frequency was calculated assuming an electron 
temperature of 400øK. 
Figures 1 l e and 1 l f. The spectrum is much narrower in the 
earlier case, 0.3 MHz versus 1.5 MHz at the half-power points. 
Since the integration times are the same, the noise fluctuations 
are identical. By comparing signal-to-noise ratios we deduce 
that the intensity is much greater in the earlier case. These dif- 
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Fig. 12. Contours of E region plasma frequencies during a period of 
diffuse aurora on March 16, 1978. 
Figure 12 we show contour plots of plasma frequency ob- 
tamed from a series of 1-min integrations between 1010 and 
1100 UT. This is the period of diffuse aurora previously iden- 
tified in Figure 10. In Figure 13 we show the plasma line in- 
tensity spectra obtained with 6-min integrations. They are 
narrow and vary slowly in frequency as the maximum plasma 
frequency changes. They appear to be symmetric about zero, 
although as we pointed out earlier, the downshifted portion 
appears somewhat larger than the upshifted portion. 
In Figure 14 we show plasma frequency contours starting 5 
hours later and encompassing the second period of very in- 
tense particle precipitation discussed in conjunction with Fig- 
ure 10. As the measurements from the riometer have in- 
dicated, there is considerable ionization below 90 km. This 
period includes a large variation in the auroral situation. In 
Figure 15 we show the plasma line spectra obtained with 1- 
min integrations. Again, the spectra appear to be symmetric 
about zero; however, in this case there is rapid temporal varia- 
tion. After 1607 the spectra disappear for 2 min and then 
reappear with a narrow maximum near 7 MHz. After 1615 the 
spectra become much wider and extend up to 9 MHz. 
Having examined altitude and temporal effects on the mea- 
sured plasma line temperatures, we will now examine the 
ferences in the observed spectra are typical and are related to plasma wave temperature kT•, as discussed in section 3b. We 
the electron density distribution and the altitude of the E examine two adjacent time periods during the diffuse aurora. 
layer. Suppose that the plasma line signal came from a limited The electron density profiles are shown in Figure 16a. They 
altitude region. Then, as the magnitude of the altitude gradi- are very similar. The upshifted plasma line spectra are shown 
ent became greater, the possible range of frequencies within in Figure 16c. As is expected from the shift in the density pro- 
that altitude region would also become greater. Con- file, the later spectrum is shifted to higher frequencies. The 
comitantly, there would be fewer electrons to scatter the signal maximum antenna temperature is significantly greater, and 
in each frequency interval. Hence the signal-to-noise ratio and the width at half the maximum is significantly less. Both 
intensity would be reduced. In addition to these effects that spectra have a low-intensity tail extending 200-300 kHz 
the altitude gradient has upon the signal the underlying 
plasma wave temperature has been shown to increase with al- 
titude up to about 120 km [Wickwar, 1978]. 
An indication of the effect that the geophysical variations 
have upon the observed spectra during the integration period 
is obtained by comparing the range of variation of the peak 
electron densities in Figures 1 lc and 1 ld to the spectra in Fig- 
ures 1 l e and 1 l f. For the earlier time period, when there is a 
greater density variation, there is an easily identifiable low-in- 
tensity tail at plasma frequencies above about 4.2 MHz. For 
the later time period there is also a low-intensity tail above a 
plasma frequency of about 5.2 MHz, but it is not as readily 
distinguishable from the rest of the spectrum. 
The temporal behavior of the plasma line spectra can be ex- 
amined by comparison of two periods, one with stable auroral 
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Fig. 13. Sequence of plasma line spectra during a period of dif- 
fuse aurora on March 16, 1978. The FAC range gate was centered at 
120 km, the sampling rate was 8 MHz, and the integration time was 6 
conditions and one with dramatically changing conditions. In min. 
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Fig. 14. Contours of E region plasma frequencies during a period of 
active aurora on March 16, 1978. 
beyond the sharp intensity decrease that occurs near 3.9 MHz. 
As we did previously, we attribute this tail to variation in the 
peak electron density during the integration period. 
Much of the difference in peak intensity and width arises 
from the time variation of the layer. From the bars in Figure 
16a, which show the variation in peak density, it is apparent 
that there was more variation during the earlier integration. 
This variation would lead to a smaller peak signal and wider 
spectrum. There is the added possibility that part of the differ- 
ence may be due to the altitude dependence of the plasma line 
intensity because the same density in this later curve always 
occurs at a higher altitude. 
To find kT•, from the plasma line intensity spectrum, (7), we 
need to associate an altitude with each frequency. Unfortu- 
nately, this task is not as easy as converting a plasma line fre- 
quency to density and then using the density profile. Because 
of the accumulative effects of the averaging discussed pre- 
viously,' the temperature d pendence of the scattering cross 
section, and the absolute calibration of the radar the plasma 
line frequency is better known than the absolute scale of the 
density profile. We therefore use the plasma line data to nor- 
malize the density profile. Usually, we would do this with the 
data from the filter bank; however, there are no such data on 
this occasion. Thus we use the FAC data, applying the proce- 
dure discussed below. 
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Fig. 15. Sequence of plasma line spectra at l-min intervals during 
a period of active aurora on March 16, 1978. The FAC range gate was 
centered at 105 km, the sampling rate was 15 MHz, and the in- 
tegration time was l-min. 
In the F region at Chatanika and elsewhere there is a very 
sharp cutoff to the plasma line spectrum at the peak fre- 
quency. It is all the more dramtic because the maximum sig- 
nal is at the low-frequency side of the cutoff [cf. Showen, 
1979]; hence it is easy to determine the peak density and scale 
the ion component density profile. In the auroral E region the 
situation is different: the cutoff is less sharp for two reasons. 
First, there is temporal variation of the peak density during 
the integration time. We have already discussed some of the 
effects of this variation. Second, the maximum signal may 
come from a higher altitude than the peak. This appears to be 
the case for the data from March 19, 1978, shown in Figures 4, 
6, and 9. The maximum signal is near 4.0 MHz, and the signal 
is already significantly smaller by 4.5 MHz. Both the frequen- 
cies are considerably less than the peak frequency. Indeed, 
both these frequencies are sufficiently below the peak fre- 
quency that the intensities should be little affected by the vari- 
ation of the layer during the integration time. This also ap- 
pears to be the case for the data from March 16, 1978. In the 
short 1-min integrations in Figure 15 the intensity falls off 
gradually rather than precipitously at the high-frequency end 
of the spectra. 
As for the data in Figure 16c, we have adopted the follow- 
ing procedure: by extending the main decline to zero intensity 
(at the frequencies shown by the arrows with open symbols) 
we obtained the peak frequency and hence the peak density. 
We then scaled the ion component density profile and attrib- 
uted an altitude to each datum point in the spectrum, en- 
abling the plasma wave temperatures to be calculated by us- 
ing (7). The k T•, values were then calculated for the data 
points shown in Figure 16c after correction for the altitude 
weighting function shown in Figure 16a. The resultant k T•, 
values are presented versus altitude in Figure 16b and versus 
plasma frequency (and phase energy) in Figure 16d. 
Thus we have obtained k T•, values ranging from 0.1 to 1.1 
eV over an altitude range from 122 to 150 km and a phase en- 
ergy range from 0.45 to 0.65 eV. The kT•, spectra for the two 
periods are similar as they reach their maxima near the high- 
frequency or high-energy end. The shift in location of the 
maximum is in accord with the change in the auroral E layer. 
The altitude profiles of k T•, are in reasonable agreement and 
show kT•, increasing from the peak of the E layer to a maxi- 
mum about 10 km higher and then falling off to higher alti- 
tudes. The differences between the curves give an indication 
of the uncertainty, including contributions from geophysical 
variations. 
The important physical result here is that the peak of the 
kTp profile is at a greater altitude than the peak of the E layer. 
As will be mentioned in section 5, we believe that this differ- 
ence in altitudes indicates that the secondary electron flux is 
greater at altitudes above the peak of the layer. 
For the two peaks to be at the same altitude a frequency 
near the peak of the observed signal spectrum in Figure 16c 
would have to be identified with the peak of the E layer. This 
is unlikely. First, it would be difficult to account for the signal 
at frequencies above the peak with a spectrum having a sharp 
cutoff and the small observed peak frequency variation. Sec- 
ond, other data for which the altitudes are well determined, 
such as the data from March 19, 1978, that we have already 
discussed, are inconsistent with this interpretation; recall that 
the lower frequencies during a given measurement refer to 
greater heights because the signal was found only on the top- 
side of the layer. We have further explored the effect of an er- 
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ror in the peak frequency determination by assigning the fre- 
quency marked by the arrow with the solid symbol in Figure 
16c to the peak frequency and deriving the k Tp values. In fre- 
quency the resultant kTp spectrum is similar to that shown in 
Figure 16d, but the values are smaller. In altitude the k Tv pro- 
file is similar to that shown in Figure 16b but is shifted down 
in altitude by about 4 km. Thus while the detailed values 
could change, the important physical result would remain un- 
changed. 
c. Electron Velocity and Current Parallel 
to the Magnetic Field 
In order to attempt this measurement we used a slower 
sampling rate to obtain greater frequency resolution. By 
changing from 15 MHz to 8 MHz the equivalent filter 
changed from 30 to 16 kHz. The measurements were made 
during a period of good signal-to-noise ratio and stable dif- 
fuse aurora, 1010 to 1055 UT on March 16, 1978. Data from 
this period have already been discussed xtensively. The 
plasma frequencies and plasma line intensities have been pre- 
sented in Figures 12 and 13. 
We applied the procedure described in section 3c to find the 
Doppler shifts. Since the spectra ppear to be truly symmetric, 
the procedure is applicable. The results of this analysis, the 
combined frequency shifts, are shown in Figure 17. Each 
point at 2-rain intervals i  the result of a 6-rain integration. 
The statistical uncertainty is of the same order as many, but 
not all, the measurements. If we assume that .the current in a 
stable aurora is almost constant, instead of looking at the indi- 
vidual points we can average all the data. We find that the 
combined frequency shift lap + faown isapproximately -10.6 
kHz with an estimated one standard deviation uncertainty of 
8 kHz. Again, this result is significant. This frequency shift 
gives rise to an electron velocity of 0.6 km/s. The ion velocity 
parallel to the magnetic field is negligible in comparison. For 















Fig. 17. Doppler shift of the plasma line spectra or electron veloc- 
ity during the diffuse aurora. Although separated by 2 min, each da- 
tum point was found using a 6-min integration. The Doppler shift was 
determined from the first moment. 
an electron density of 105 cm 3 this velocity implies a current 
down the magnetic field line of the order of l0/zA/m 2. 
As we noted in section 3c, the current determination applies 
to a region above the E layer peak because it is there that the 
observed signal originates. In Figure 16b, which was also dis- 
cussed earlier and is from the time period of the current deter- 
mination, we see that the peak of the k Tp profile is between 
130 and 135 km. A comparison of the squares and circles in 
Figures 16c and 16d further indicates that the observed spec- 
trum also has its peak between 130 and 135 km, while Figure 
16a shows that the E region density peak is at 122 km. There- 
fore the averaged current is from a region about l0 km above 
the peak of the E region in this example. 
The magnitude of this current is reasonable in comparison 
to satellite measurements [Potemra, 1977], but we have no cor- 
relative measurements to verify it. However, downward field- 
aligned currents are expected statistically in the evening sector 
in the diffuse aurora [Kamide and Rostoker, 1977] or in the 
evening sector near the equatorward portion of the auroral 
oval [Potemra, 1977]. These two descriptions are equivalent in 
that the diffuse aurora occurs in the equatorward portion of 
the oval. The low and relatively constant electron densities 
that we measure in the auroral E layer (Figures l0 and 12) 
clearly indicate that we are in the region of diffuse aurora. 
This conclusion isfurther supported by the equivalent 4278-A 
intensity (Figure 10d), which is typical of the diffuse aurora. 
That we are in the evening sector is supported by the fact that 
the observations were made about I hour before magnetic 
midnight. However, in terms of the eastward electrojet our lo- 
cation in the evening sector is not as clear because the magne- 
tometer H component is just negative of the quiet-time curve. 
As we improve this technique and gain more confidence in 
it, we expect to define where and under what conditions Bir- 
keland currents occur. At least we will be able to measure that 
part of the Birkeland current that is carried by thermal elec- 
trons. Suitable comparisons with magnetometer experiments 
could then resolve the question of whether ions contribute sig- 
nificantly to these currents. 
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
In the spring and fall of 1978 we made a series of plasma 
line observations in the auroral region at Chatanika, Alaska. 
While successful measurements had previously been made 
[Wickwar, 1978], this series of observations was unique in that 
it used a high-speed correlator as well as the usual filter bank 
to measure the plasma line intensity spectra. In addition, more 
simultaneous ion component measurements that are necessary 
for the data interpretation were made. Altogether, a greater 
number of different, yet simultaneous, power and spectral 
measurements were made with the radar than had been un- 
dertaken before. 
We have developed the theoretical basis for obtaining the 
intensity spectrum using correlator measurements and a 
monostatic radar. A comparison of the filter bank and correla- 
tor measurements proves that the correlator can indeed be 
used successfully to measure plasma line spectra. The spectra 
measured in this manner have the advantage that they cover a 
continuous wide frequency band with better spectral resolu- 
tion than the filter bank alone. The filter bank nicely com- 
plements these spectra by providing range information for 
scaling the density profiles and for separating intensities from 
the topside and bottomside of the layer. 
A large series of observations were made under a variety of 
conditions during both the day and the night. Different obser- 
vations from the auroral E layer have been presented to show 
the richness of the phenomenon that we observed; specifically, 
they enable us to examine the shape and variations in shape 
of the spectra. In order to relate these measurements to the 
auroral situation we have presented a particularly wide range 
of correlative measurements. 
As was previously found [Wickwar, 1978], the plasma line 
intensity on the bottomside of the E layer was found to be in- 
significant in comparison with the topside intensity. Theoreti- 
cal calculations [Oran et al., 1980] are consistent with this 
finding. As is expected, the observed spectra were found to be 
wider and weaker for large density gradients than for small 
gradients. Unlike daytime spectra excited by photoelectrons, 
the signal strength does not usually approach a strong maxi- 
mum followed by a sharp cutoff at the high-frequency end of 
the spectrum. Instead, there is a more modest maximum fol- 
lowed by a more gradual falloff. Consequently, the observed 
intensities and the derived plasma wave temperatures have 
their maxima significantly above the E layer peak. Again, the- 
oretical calculations [Oran et al., 1980] are consistent with this 
finding. 
First, at the lower altitudes in the topside E region the sharp 
rise in kT•, is very similar to that found by Wickwar [1978]. 
Then, the rate of increase with altitude was found to be in- 
versely proportional to the variation of neutral density with 
altitude. This behavior of kTv was attributed to the behavior 
of the steady state secondary electron flux, which is primarily 
controlled by the ratio of the production rate to the energy 
loss rate to neutrals. In those earlier data the situation was 
simplified because the ionization rate was nearly constant 
over the altitude range considered. In these data, where the 
production rate decreases with altitude, the explanation of the 
kTv altitude behavior is the same but with the added implica- 
tion that the energy loss rate to neutrals must decrease with al- 
titude over the observed altitude region. Since phase energy 
decreases with altitude, this is equivalent to saying that the 
loss rate to neutrals increases with energy in the energy region 
near 1 eV. Second, at the higher altitudes there is a sharp fall 
in kTv with altitude. This behavior was also seen by Wickwar 
[ 1978] and was attributed to the increased importance of the 
Maxwellian term in the enhancement equation at higher alti- 
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tudes and hence larger electron temperatures. That effect 
would be even more pronounced here because the phase en- 
ergy is decreasing with altitude. As more of the data are ana- 
lyzed and the results modeled, we will be better able to test 
this interpretation and fill in more of the details. 
In addition to these extensive observations of the plasma 
line spectra enhanced by secondary electrons in the auroral E 
layer we have also made the first observations in the auroral 
region of E region and F region plasma lines enhanced by 
photoelectrons. These plasma lines will be examined in a sub- 
sequent article. 
Besides examining the shape of the plasma line spectra we 
have determined the Doppler shift of the spectra and hence 
the drift velocity of the ambient electrons. By combining the 
electron velocity with the simultaneous measurements of ion 
velocity and electron density in the topside E region we have 
made the first radar measurements of the Birkeland currents 
carried by ambient electrons. 
We have given an overview of the joint American-French 
plasma line experiments conducted at Chatanika in March 
and November 1978. We are continuing the data analysis and 
expect to concentrate our efforts in two directions. The first in- 
volyes the differential fluxes of low-energy electrons in the E 
layer and the factors such as the neutral atmosphere that af- 
fect these fluxes. The second involves the Birkeland currents. 
We expect to improve the analysis procedure, make com- 
parisons to other measurements such as those obtained by the 
Alaskan magnetometer chain and satellites, and study the 
conditions under which these currents occur and vary. 
APPENDIX A: THEORY OF PLASMA LINE 
CORRELATION MEASUREMENTS 
The scattered signal at point r and time t, applying the first 
Born approximation to the ionospheric plasma, is 
exp (-ikr) Es(r; t) -- -re exp (i•od) sin X 
r 
ß fP[t+ Tr--(l•k•l•r)•] XAN•(r';t) exp (--iih•l")dr' (A1) 
where 
re electron radius; 
fc transmitter frequency; 
W c -- 2'rr f c;, 
k transmitted wave vector; 
kr---received wave vector; 
kerr = k - kr; 
dk unit vector along k; 
d r unit vector along r; 
'T r time from transmission to reception; 
P envelope of the transmitted signal; 
ANe electron number density fluctuation; 
X electron scattering angle. 
To obtain a one-dimensional equation, we choose the z axis 
along kerr and simplify the equation by integrating ANe over a 
surface S in the xy plane 
1// ANe(z; t) =•rr ANe(Z; S; t)dS (A2) 
where A r is the cross section of the scattering volume. We ob- 
tain 
Es(r; t)--re sin xexp (iWct)(-•)/P (t + %-2 2-sin •) c 
X ANe (z; t) exp (-ikeffZ) dz (A3) 
after dropping the phase factor and where 0 is the angle be- 
tween e•k and e•r. 
The correlation function of the received signal is 
Rs(•; t) -- E {Es(r; t)Es*(r;t- 7)} (A4) 
The correlation function of density fluctuations in a statisti- 
cally stationary medium is 
Race(r; 7, Az)= E {ANe(7 + Az; t + r)ANe(7; t)} (A5) 
We assume that the medium has uncorrelated scatterers be- 
cause it decorrelates rapidly in Az, typically of the order of a 
Debye length. Hence we obtain 
( - _ 2z__ Rs0'; t) = re 2 sin 2 X P t + •'r Sin c 
x P* t + % - •- 2 z sin Ra•e0'; •' ke•) dœ (A6) 
c 
where 
Ra-•l•; •; keff)--/[exp (-t'keff•z)]R•e(,r;•; Az)dAz (A7) 
This equation, which is the same as that obtained by Farley 
[1969] and Rino [1972], is the starting point of our analysis. 
We now calculate the correlation function for our correlator 
for a rectangular pulse of duration T and a range gate also of 
duration T. First, we change variables and drop the initial 
constant. This gives 
2 (A8) 
where 
C ! -- 
sin (o/2) 
0 • T • Tmax 
(•'max is the maximum delay in the correlation function and 
between the onset of sampling and calculation), and 
t = 'T r -1- t t + 'Tma x t t __> 0
Usually, for the correlation function we have •-max/T << 1. In- 
deed, it is usually between 0.1 and 0.05. Thus for our pl, asma 
line measurements the difference between the integrals fo r and 
f•m•x r becomes negligible. To a good approximation, (A8) be- 
comes 
Rs(•; t)oc Ra•e 7; 2 dp (A9) 
ax 
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Since the correlator works in a discrete manner and makes 
a temporal average, our estimate of the aurocorrelation func- 
tion becomes 
1 
l•s(nAt; 'r -•- kAt + MAt) =• Y• Es(r; 'r -•- kAt + MAt) 
'Es *(r; % + kAt + MAt - nat) (A10) 
where 
nat-- r kAt = t' 
MAt =rmax N = (T- MAt)/At 
N is the number of measurements of each lag product. In this 
case we have 
1 •l f T &(gAt + MAt + 'r --p) Up = Ra• nat; a {]•s} • k=O max e 2 
1 •v-, ( ]ml/ [..A ct(?r -•- mat).] = (•s I-- D ,. 
This equation relating the medium and measured autoco,ela- 
tion functions is our basic result. An Mtuitive discussion of it 
is given M section 3a M conjunction with Figure 3. 
The Fourier transform of (A11) relates the expected vaMe 
of the measured spectrum to the spectrum of the m•dMm. 
Equation (3) gives the result for the whole altitude region 
sampled, and (4) gives the result for a small altitude region. 
We also have to consider the effects of the receiver band- 
width upon the received plasma 1Me signal. The receiver sys- 
tem, up to the poMt where the co,elation function is formed, 
can be represented by a sMgle filter with the •pulse response 
FT(t) 
h(t) m(f) 
The resultant correlation function is analogous to that given 
by (A8): 




O(t; f) =f: H(f')p(f' - f) exp (2•rif't) d  
FT(t) 
P(t) 
and P(0 is the envelop of the transmitted signal. For plasma 
lines, unlike the ion component, the bandwidth ofp(f) is very 
much smaller than that of H(f). 
Applying the impulse function, we obtain 
O(t; f) • H(f)P(t)e :'•ø (A13) 
t) -/ / IH(f)l'P(t- - O 
. e2•,•f,4f; c'_•) df dta 
: fff 'H(f)12Pr(t--td)Pr*(t--td--r) 
where 
(A14) 
RH(?) = f h(t + ?)h*(t) dt 
Since RH (?) is much narrower than P(t), we can write 
R.(? - ?')PT (t -- td- ?) = RH(? -- ?')PT (t -- td- ?') 
then 
R• (% t)= .; [ RHr- r')PT (t-td)Pr*(t- td- . 
ß Rqz'; •)dz' dtd= f RH(Z-z',R.(z'; t, dz' (AI5, 
This last equation is the convolution of the correlation func- 
tion of RH(Z) and the co,elation function of the medium 
smeared over altitude, (A 11). 
By performMg a Fourier transform on (A15) we obtaM the 
spectrum 
& q; t) = Im(f)l=&q; t) (A16) 
The Mfluence of the filter is the same as that for the case of 
stationa• signals. Thus the measured spectrum is the product 
of the filter spectrum and the composite spectrum of the me- 
dium, (3). 
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